Colours
Colours, colours, colours, you are the best
You make the Earth a little more beautiful
You make this world a little more peaceful
You make my life a little more special.
Colours, colours, colours, you are the best
You make my dreams as beautiful as memories
You make a crying child as peaceful as the snow
You make my world as special as a surprise.

Colours, colours, colours, you are the best
And I am just trying to find you in this black and white world.
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Colours
Colours speak in a language of their own
Every colour has its very own thought
Every colour is a beauty on its own
Colours are a language of their own.
Use me, said brown
I have been here for an age
Walnut, chestnut, and beige
Paint the woods and I will be the bark
Or may be a superhero
of the name Tony Stark?

Use me, said green
I give life to nature
And I shall be your best feature
The blow through the summer breeze
Without me, life shall freeze.

Colours are a language of their own
So wild and so free.
When I cannot speak,
I let my colours do the work
For colours are
a language of their own.
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Colours
Colours, colours in
Colours, colours out,
In the world they are
And not very rare
Red, red ruby red
Orange orange fruity orange
Fruits, flowers, vegetables and things
All around me is so colourful
Pretty they look with all colours
Without colour they look all lifeless.
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Colours
When you flip through pages of life
you see colours.
When you look at precious memories
You see colours.
When you your life
You see colours.
When you glance at the world
You see colours.
Life is wonderful with colours
That’s why we say passed with flying colours.
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Colours
What comes to our minds when we think of colors?
Everyone has different ideas, but I think;
Life is beautiful only when it is colourful
The best of colours are blue and silver.
Colours are the smiles of nature
And colours are our best feature
The colours we see and the colours we live,
Are what makes us who we are and what we give.
Colours speak where words fail to do so,
Colours sing where music fails to do so.
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Colours
Colour your life
Trees are green,
Sky is blue.
Roses are red,
And white is for glue.
Yellow for sun,
Peach for skin.
Black for hair,
And silver for pin.
So many different colours,
With many different shades.
Colour your life,
With all the colours god has made.
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Colours
Colours make us smile
They are the creation of our mind
Colours are both pale and bright
Dark and light.

when we are sick we are blue
when we are angry we are red
we belong to these colours too
Valmiki, Vasishtha, Vishwamitra,
And Vyasa we call them instead.
With its crown of seven colours,

The rainbow is the symbol of shine.
With the silvery moon and stars
Night sky is black’s shrine.
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Colours
The blue sea,
And the green tree.
The brown hand,
And the yellow sand.
The snow is white

And the black night
Roses are red
And the colourful flower bed.
We are surrounded by colours,
That the god above us showers.
The world is a blend,
And colours are a trend
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Colours
Blue is my favourite colour
Blue is the king of colours
Water is survival and that is blue
It holds the skies and the seas
The world is full of wonders,
And Blue is one of them.
Some people say blue is sad
Some say it is joy
But I think blue is life.
Blue is creative
Blue is productive
Blue is sadness
Blue is happiness
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Colours
What would I do without colours?
Colours make me happy but they also make me sad
Some colours are in grass some are in flowers
Some colours are good and some are bad
Some colours are soft and sweet
Like blue and green
But some colours are bold and dark

Like brown and black
But the world is full of colours

And all the colours are nice
They all are needed
Like chappathi and rice
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Colours
My favourite colour is orange
It is the colour of spiritual knowledge
It reminds me of Swami Chinmayananda ji
Whose children are we

It is the colour of the sun
And it is also the colour of fun
It is also a fruit
And orange clothes make me cute

Leaves fall when they are orange
And it lies between the red and yellow range

Orange is my favourite now and forever
And no colour can take its place whatsoever
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